The purpose of this letter is to study the relationship among three XXZ-like models: two of them are obtained from the periodic spin-1/2 XXZ chain [1] by performing De Vega [2] and Reshetikhin [3] like transformations in the L and R matrices such that the transformed matrices still obey the Yang-Baxter [4, 5] and the Fundamental Commutation Relations (FCR) [6] [7] [8] and the third one is the XXZ-like model studied in [9] . We find that the Hamiltonian with twisted boundary conditions comes out when the algebra contains a non-trivial central element, independently of the presence of the second parameter of deformation in the commutation relations.
We start briefly reviewing a few well-known elements of the Quantum Inverse Scattering Method (QISM) [6] [7] [8] applied to the periodic quantum spin-1/2 XXZ chain. The
Hamiltonian describes a system of N nearest neighbour interacting particles of spin-1/2,
with S ± = S 1 ±iS 2 , S = 1 2 σ and σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ) the Pauli matrices, and ∆ the anisotropy.
H acts on the 2 N -dimensional Hilbert space,
where η ℓ ≡ C I 2 , from now on called the internal space of the site "ℓ".
In the QISM one introduces an auxiliary problem with the help of the so-called Lax operator (belonging to End (V ⊗ η ℓ ) with V ≡ C I 2 the auxiliary space) which in this model is
λ is a complex number called spectral parameter and γ is a parameter associated to the anisotropy, ∆, of the Hamiltonian according to
where q = e iγ .
Associated to L ℓ (λ) one introduces an invertible matrix R(λ) belonging to End (V ⊗V ) which in this case is
where
R(λ) satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation
with λ ij = λ i − λ j , and L ℓ (λ) obeys the FCR
In (7) and (8)
with the R matrix written as
and the additional indices, 1 and 2, in the
We notice that comparing (7) and (8) for the case under consideration ( (3), (5) and (6)), one has
where the third auxiliary space is identified as the internal "ℓ" space.
For the vertex-type models that we are considering, a local Hamiltonian can be obtained as:
with C a constant and
where the trace is over the auxiliary space denoted by "0". Thanks to the property (12) and to R(0) = P , with P the permutation operator in the tensor product space under consideration, one can write
and with R given in (5), one gets the Hamiltonian (1), apart from an additive constant.
In order to study the algebraic structure, after a similarity transformation on (7) and (8) 
and
with Ω = q − q −1 , and R, R ′ satisfying
R − R ′ = ΩP , P being the permutation operator on the tensor product space V ⊗ V .
Substituting (16) in the FCR one gets seven equations; it can be shown that due to (19) only three of them are independent and they can be chosen as:
Let us forget for a moment that the S are related to the Pauli matrices and consider them as abstract elements of an algebra; then equations (20) reduce to
which are the commutation relations of the quantum algebra SL q (2) [10, 11] . It is obvious that equations (21) are trivially satisfied in the spin-1/2 representation of SL(2) since in
q−q −1 . The co-structure is obtained by analysing the product for different internal spaces of two L ε operators (as before, the matrices S are again taken as arbitrary elements of an algebra) defined in the same auxiliary space denoted by "0",
which reduces to
Since ∆(L ± ) satisfies the F CR (eq.20), ∆q ±S 3 and ∆S ± given in (23) satisfy (21) nontrivially.
The co-product defined in (22) is non co-commutative, i.e.,
but one can show that there is an invertible matrixR ∈ End (η ℓ ⊗ η m ) such that
Using
and (19), one easily checks thatR
with P the permutation operator in the tensor product space
, one easily checks thatR(λ) = PR(λ)P and that the Yang-Baxter equation (7) can be rewritten as:
In the case under consideration ((5-6)),R(λ) = R(λ).
We are now going to analyse further deformed structures starting from the XXZ spin-1/2 chain we have just presented. A new complex parameter t is introduced through the transformations:
where Z is a new operator; when acting on the auxiliary space or on the physical space of a single site, the algebra generated by ( S, Z) will be taken in its fundamental representation; thus, unless stated otherwise,
In this case, it is easy to check that
Using g 1 and g 2 we also define
which satisfies
The XXZ chain will be denoted by case A. Using R(λ), g and F and with the help of CASE A:
CASE B:
CASE C:
CASE D:
we notice that for g ℓ in (35) we take as auxiliary space the first vectorial space and as the "ℓ" internal space the second vectorial space. Thus g ℓ ≡ g 2 where g 2 is defined in (28) with the second vectorial space taken as the internal "ℓ" space.
As previously discussed for the case A, it can easily be checked for the cases B,C and (7), (8), (25) 
one realizes that the case D [9] can be obtained either from B by applying a dual
Reshetikhin transformation or from C through a de Vega transformation.
We are now going to show that the cases connected by a dual Reshetikhin transformation have the same Hamiltonian. In cases C and D using (14) , (35) and (37) we
As
using [g ℓ g ℓ+1 , R ℓ,ℓ+1 ] = 0, which in the case we are considering means that H A ℓ,ℓ+1 is invariant under a simultaneous rotation of the sites ℓ and ℓ + 1 around the z-axis, we obtain
The Hamiltonian can be directly written in terms of R ℓ,ℓ+1 (eq. 15) only in the cases A and D, where the identity L 1ℓ (λ) = R 1ℓ (λ − i/2) holds. However, it is amusing to observe that, since P R A =R A P =R C P and P R D =R D P =R B P , in all cases we can write the
Hamiltonian as
, H
with • =A,B,C or D, which has the same form as the Hamiltonian of a spin-S system.
The dependence onR is expected since this matrix controls the non-cocommutativity of the coproduct, which is the relevant element for the construction of the Hamiltonian.
Furthermore, the dependence of (42) onR makes evident the conclusions expressed in (41) by just looking at the relations for the variousR in (33-36).
In the cases B and D, using the explicit expression
and eq. (15) (or (42)) we get [12, 9, 13 ]
apart from an additive constant. The similarity transformation generated by
with t = e iα , takes
which is the well-known Hamiltonian for the XXZ chain with twisted boundary conditions
. In summary, the Hamiltonians for the cases A,B,C and D are:
Let us now consider the underlying algebraic structure in cases B,C and D. For the
1ℓ g 1 with:
which leads, after factoring out the spectral parameter, to
where Z as well as S are taken in an arbitrary representation. The R-matrix is the same as in case A and thus the equations
reduce to CASE B:
The co-structure is, as usual, obtained by considering the product of two L B acting on two internal spaces (see eq. (22)); we find CASE B:
that is, we have SL q (2) with a central element t Z [15, 16] . Notice that this central element appears in a non-trivial way in the co-product.
In case C, we have L
ℓ which, after factoring out the spectral parameter, gives.
Thus, by a similar procedure as in the previous case we have for the algebra CASE C:
and for the co-product CASE C:
which is the two-parameter deformed SL q,t (2) algebra [3, 17, 18] . As noted in ref. [16] the structure and costructure of SL q,t (2) given respectively in (55) and (56), are actually isomorphic to SL q (R) (21,23) as one can easily check by defining
The case D follows similarly. In this case we have L
ℓ which reduces to:
and R D = R C . With this in hand, as in the previous cases we have
and for the co-product:
which corresponds to the SL q,t (2) algebra with a central element t Z ; once more the central element appears in a non trivial way in the co-product. Moreover we have shown that in all the cases we have considered, the Hamiltonian can be written in an universal way in terms ofR (41), which, in our notation, is not the R matrix entering into F CR (RLL = LLR) but its counterpart in the dual algebra.
Finally, we remark that the present discussion can be generalized to any model with invariance properties analogous to eq. 30.
